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ABSTRACT 
 

 This article examines the attitude of faculty and research scholars of Sambalpur University, India 

towards usage of UGC-INFONET’s e-journals. It studied on the areas of “knowledge of the subject and tools 

of users’, ‘format and contents of e-journals’, ‘the physical environment of e-journal access place’, and 

‘barriers to e-journal use’. Data is largely collected through a structured questionnaire, observation and 

discussion. Of the 130 users among whom questionnaires were distributed, 115 responded. Study is limited 

only to the resources available to the users at Prof B Behera Central Library, Sambalpur University (BBCL-

SU). It covers only the e-journals subscribed to by the Library through the UGC-INFONET E-Journal 

Consortium. Although the University extends the e-journal facility to PG students, Mphil students, scholars 

and faculty, the study is attempted to only last three categories of users. This pilot study on attitude of faculty 

and scholars towards usage of UGC-INFONET’s E-Journals at B B Central Library, Sambalpur University is 

first of its kind and no research has been preceded it.  

KEYWORDS: E-Journal, UGC-INFONET, B B Central Library, Sambalpur University, India,ZA4050-
4480  

INTRODUCTION 
 

Information has always been regarded as an important tool for development. The advent of Internet and 

World Wide Web (www) has revolutionized the ways by which information is collected, organized, stored, 

retrieved and communicated.  Exponential growth of primary literature and spiraling cost of production and 

distribution of scholarly information have long been compelling the Librarians and Scientists to look for 

alternative models of Scholarly communications.  E-Journal, to a large extent, seems to be the answer to so 

many of our traditional problems, with speedy delivery, availability unlimited by time or geography and 
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searching facilities. The change in the format, from print to electronic, surely brings more prospects to the 

publishing world and users of primary literature, but it has also brought with it many problems. For instance, 

the change in format has brought about attitudinal changes in users. These changes in the attitude of users 

need to be addressed to be able to manage and utilize the new form of resources effectively.  

PROBLEM STATEMENT / SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
 

The present investigation attempts to study the attitude of faculty and research scholars towards the use 

of e-journals access facility of Prof B Behera Central library. The fact that the users, who were so 

accustomed to the printed format, have been exposed to the e-journals only recently, significantly increases 

the importance of the study. Although, there seems to be no other choice but to accept the electronic format 

leading to complete rejection of the printed form one day whether one wishes it or not, the transition gives 

rise to several interesting changes in the attitude of users. Such studies help in finding out the problems faced 

by the users while adapting to the new medium and they come out with answers to develop systems so that 

the process of adaptation and acceptance becomes fast.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Review of literature shows that many studies and surveys have been conducted on the usage of 

electronic journals by faculty, students and research scholars in academic institutions and universities. 

Gowda and Shivalinlingaia (2009) found that research scholars prefer print resources as compared to 

electronic resources. The reason may be that they are not aware about the importance of the electronic 

resources. University libraries need to organize training and information literacy programme to use and 

access electronic resources. It has been suggested (Madhusudhan, 2008) that users should be motivated to use 

UGC INFONET e-resources for academic purpose. Another study by Joteen Singh, et all (2009) has 

compared the usage of e– resources of different publishers available under UGC INFONET at Manipur 

University.  A survey on the perspectives of the faculty and research scholars of Tezpur University towards 

electronic journals examined the current use of the print and electronic journals of the university library. It 

was felt that though the electronic journals perform an increasing role in research, the subscription of print 

journals to be continued (Saikia, 2007). Chirra and Madhusudhan (2009) found that UGC- INFONET Digital 

Library Consortium has a very positive impact in meeting the research needs of doctoral students at Goa 

University, which has significantly enhanced the quality of research and publications. Bhat (2010) in his 

study reflected the current scenario of e-resources awareness and usage pattern of faculty members and 

research scholars in University of Delhi.  The study revealed that e-resources are becoming more popular and 

considered as a better substitute of print journals. Investigators found lack of knowledge to use, insufficient 

internet nodes, slow bandwidth, and lack of relevant information sources as the major problem faced towards 

the use of e journals (Walmiki, et all, 2010).  
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RESEARCH DESIGN / METHODS 
 
Objectives 
 
The objectives of the present study are: 
 

• To identify the use, acceptance and impact of e-journals; 

• To know the satisfaction derived by users while using e-journals; 

• To know the significance of e-journals over print journals; 

• To know the problems faced by users in accessing e-journals; 

• To ascertain the need for user orientation programme in accessing e-Journals. 

• To suggest the ways and means for effective use of the e-journals facility. 

SCOPE AND LIMITATION 
 

The scope of the study is limited only to the resources available to the users at Prof B Behera Central 

Library, Sambalpur University (BBCL-SU). It covers only the e-journals subscribed to by the Library 

through the UGC-INFONET E-Journal Consortium. Although the University extends the e-journal facility to 

PG students, Mphil students, research scholars and faculty, the study assumes that the facility is largely used 

by the last three categories of users only. The study therefore does not attempt to study the attitude of 

students.  

METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE  
 
 For collection of data, a structured questionnaire was prepared and distributed among the 130 M. 

Phil students, research scholars and teachers covering all PG Departments of Sambalpur University. The 

questions were related to four main areas such as  ‘Knowledge of the subject and tools’, ‘Format and contents 

of e-journals’, ‘the physical environment of using e-journals’ and ‘Barriers to use the e-journals’. The 

questionnaire includes the questions based on use of e-journals only. The responses are analyzed and 

interpreted using simple statistical techniques.  

HYPOTHESES 
 
 The following hypotheses are proposed: 

• The overall environment of the e-journal facility is not satisfactory; 

• Users prefer e-format for storing the contents of journals; 

• Users find the print-format more comfortable for reading; 
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• The number of e-journals subscribed is not sufficient. 

UGC-INFONET E-JOURNAL CONSOTIUM AND SAMBALPUR UNIVE RSITY 
 

Indian Universities constitute one of the largest educational systems in the world. The fast change in 

curricula, introduction of new subjects very frequently, globalization of education and competitive research, 

has increased the demand for scholarly journals over the years. However, due to insufficient funds, 

devaluation of Rupee against major currencies and escalation in the cost of foreign publications, there is a 

continuous reduction in the subscription to scholarly journals and databases, which affects the research and 

academic activity. (Sohail and Ahmad, 2011). 

UGC-INFONET E-JOURNALS CONSORTIUM  

To bring a solution to this problem, University Grant Commission (UGC) launched the UGC-

InfoNet programme in partnership with ERNET, a society under the Ministry of Communications and 

Information Technology, Government of India. Under this programme UGC facilitates modernization of 

university campuses with state-of-the-art campus wide networks and has set up its own nationwide 

communication network with INFLIBNET as its executing and coordinating agency. UGC-InfoNet will be a 

boon to the higher education system in many ways (http://www.inflibnet.ac.in/infonet/aboutus.php):  

• It will become a vehicle for distance learning to facilitate spread of quality education all over the 

country; 

• It will be a tool to distribute education material and journals to remotest of areas; 

• It will be a resource for researchers and scholars for tapping most up-to-date information; 

• It will form a medium for collaboration among the teachers and students not only within the country 

but all over the world; 

• It will be an Intranet for University Automation; 

• It will encompass entire University System for most efficient utilization of precious network 

resources; 

• It will establish a channel for Globalization of Education and facilitate the universities in marketing 

their services and development. 

Through UGC-Infonet E-Journals Consortium, databases from major publishers covering research 

articles, reviews, abstracts, citations are subscribed on consortium basis, and made available to the 

participating universities. Consortium subscription provides the greater buying power and wider access 

facility. 
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SAMBALPUR UNIVERSITY AND UGC-INFONET  

Sambalpur University Act was passed by the Orissa Legislature on 10th December, 1966 to fulfill 

long cherished dream of the people of Western Orissa for establishment of a University. The University 

started functioning from 1st January, 1967 with Prof.Parsuram Mishra as the first Vice-Chancellor. The 

University was inaugurated on 4th January, 1967 by Hon’ble Chancellor A.N.Khosla. The University started 

functioning in 1967 in a rented private building at Dhanupali, Sambalpur and in Government building at 

Ainthapali, Sambalpur from 1968 - 72. In the year 1973 the University was shifted to the present campus 

named Jyoti Vihar at Burla (http://www.suniv.ac.in/abtaboutus.html). 

The University Library system consists of the Central Library (named as Professor Bhubaneswar 

Behera Central Library or BBCL in short) and 22 subject specific Seminar Libraries in the PG Departments. 

These Libraries, which were mainly aimed at serving the academic community of the teaching departments 

of the University, has now become the main Centers of study and research for the academic community of 

this university. Nearly 400 to 500 students, teachers and others visit the Central Library daily for reference 

and issue of books.  

Sambalpur University is one of the 50 universities identified in the Phase II by the INFLIBNET 

Centre for providing access to scholarly E-Journals through UGC-INFONET E-Journal Consortium. Though 

the E-Journal access to universities is intended to be provided from 1st January 2004, this University started 

receiving E-Journals from January 2005, since the Library lacked the required infrastructure then. At present, 

the University research community is able to access over 4300 e-journals at the e-journal facility at BBCL.  

Internet connectivity and IP-bases access to e-journals have been provided to the University under the 

UGC-Infonet programme through VSAT provided by ERNET at a bandwidth of 256Kbps. There is a plan to 

increase the bandwidth to 10 Mbps soon. At present, the E-Journal Access Centre, located at BBCL, has only 

few terminals through which e-journals are accessed. E-Journals can be accessed from computers located at 

different Units of BBCL. Soon the University’s own campus network will be ready and e-journals can be 

accessed from respective PG Departments. There is a plan to increase the number of computer terminals at 

the E-Journal Access Centre for the benefit of Users. 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA  
 

While data was largely collected through a structured questionnaire, certain data were collected 

through observation and discussion also. Of the 130 users among whom questionnaires were distributed, 115 

responded. Attempt has been made to analyze and interpret the collected data using simple statistical 

techniques.  
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The following table shows the distribution of the three categories of respondents: 

Table – 1 

Sl.No. Category No. of Respondents (NR) (%) 
1. M.Phil Students 45 39.13 
2. Research Scholars 40 34.78 

3. Teachers 30 26.09 
 Total 115 100 

 
As indicated in the above table the 3 categories of respondents are almost equally 

distributed in the representative sample.  
 
 The questionnaire, to study the attitude of users towards usage of e-journals at 
BBCL, comprises four sets of questions related to following major areas: ‘knowledge of 
the subject and tools’, ‘format and contents of e-journals’, ‘the physical environment of e-
journal access place’, and ‘barriers to e-journal use’. 
 
KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT AND TOOLS 
 

Table: 2 Knowledge of basic computer operational skill 
 

S No Computer Knowledge NR % 
1 Basic skill in windows operating system 100 86.96 

2 Basic skill in MS Word 100 86.96 

3 Basic skill in MS-Excel 45 39.13 
4 Basic skill in MS-PowerPoint 40 34.78 

 
 It is clear from the table that most of the users are conversant with the basic skills in windows 

operating system as well as in the basic skills in MS-word. However, almost one-third of the users are also 

conversant with MS-Excel and MS-Power Point. This shows that the majority of users have adequate 

computational skill. 

Table: 3 Level of Internet Browsing Skill 
 

S.No Internet Browsing Skill NR % 
1 Excellent  70 60.87 

2 Fair 20 17.39 

3 Adequate 20 17.39 
4 Poor  5 4.35 

 
It shows that about 95% of the users have adequate or more than adequate Internet browsing skill. This skill 
is handy for using e-journals. 
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Table: 4 Reason for using E-Journals 
 
S.No Reason for using E-Journals NR % 
1 To prepare for Study / Teaching  8 6.96 
2 For my Research work 71 61.74 

3 To keep myself abreast of recent developments 36 31.30 

 
 A large chunk of users (about 62%) says that they use the E-journals for research work. About one-

third of the users browse e-journals for keeping themselves abreast of recent developments in their field of 

interest. 

Table: 5 Motivator to use E-Journals 
 

 

 While about 40% of users are self-motivated to use e-journals, about 35% say that their teachers 

motivated them. About 8% of users say that the Library staff motivated them.   

Table: 6 Place where e-journal articles are looked for 
 

S.No Source of E-Journals NR % 
1 A general-purpose search engine 47 40.87 
2 An Open Access Journal Directory 9 7.83 

3 UGC-INFONET E-J Consortium 59 51.30 

 
While about a little more than half of the respondents feel that they look for e-journals from UGC-

INFONET e-journal consortium, about 41 percent say that they use a general-purpose search engine for the 

same. An interesting fact is that about 8 % users use open access journals. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S.No Motivated to use E-Journals by NR % 

1 Self  45 39.13 

2 Teacher 40 34.78 

3 Friend 21 18.26 

4 Library Staff 9 7.83 
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Table: 7 Knowledge about and expectations from e-journals 
 

SN0 Statement Response NR % 

1 if the Library takes a journal in print then an user 
will automatically have electronic access to it 

True 83 72.17 

False 7 6.09 
No Idea 25 21.74 

2 E-Journals are free True 10 8.70 
False 95 82.61 
No Idea 10 8.70 

3 The Library can cancel its print subscription if it 
has an electronic version 

True 100 86.96 

False 0 0.00 
No Idea 15 13.04 

4 E-Journals are always found at the publishers’ site True 115 100.00 

False 0 0.00 
No Idea 0 0.00 

5 Users can get every journal through a service 
provider site 

True 0 0.00 

False 100 86.96 
No Idea 15 13.04 

 
These questions were asked to test the users’ knowledge about some of the facts and myths as 

shown in the above table. While most of them seem to be knowledgeable about the facts like ‘Users cannot 

get every journal through a service provider’ and “All e-journals are not free’, most of them still believe in 

the myths like ‘E-Journals are always found at the publishers’ site’, if the Library takes a journal in print then 

an user will automatically have electronic access to it’ etc.. Users therefore need to be oriented about the 

history, growth and development in the e-journal world. 

Table: 8 Frequency of use of E-Journals 
 

S.No Frequency of Use of E-Journals NR % 
1 More than once a week 15 13.04 

2 more than once a month 81 70.43 

3 Rarely 19 16.53 

4 Never  0 0.00 

 
 It is heartening to see that most of the users use the e-journals for more than once a month and no 

one told that he/she had never used e-journals. 

However, 19% of users use the facility very rarely. 
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FORMAT & CONTENTS OF E-JOURNALS 
 

Table: 9 Bibliographic Information Accompanying The Full-Text 
 

SNo Bibliographic information NR Saying ‘yes’ % 

1 Paper Title 115 100.00 
2 Name of Author(s) 115 100.00 
3 Affiliation of Authors 109 94.78 
4 Addresses of Authors 100 86.96 
5 E-mail id of authors 95 82.61 
6 Journal name 115 100.00 
7 Publisher 5 73.91 
8 Volume/Issue & Date of publication 115 100.00 
9 Date of Submission 85 73.91 
10 Date of Acceptance for Publication 86 74.78 
11 Name of Peer Reviewer 91 79.13 
12 Address of the Peer Reviewer 91 79.13 
13 Keywords / Subject Headings 99 86.09 
14 Abstract of the paper 115 100.00 
15 Indexing information 85 73.91 
16 Citation information 81 70.43 

 
Majority of the respondents feel that the full-text should also accompanied by all the bibliographic 

information listed in the table. However, it is not clear why most of them do not want the name of the 

publisher to be displayed although it is a very important indicator of the authoritativeness of the journals. 

Table: 10 Most preferred format for downloading 
 

SNo 
 

Preferred format for downloading NR % 

1 HTML 81 70.43 

2 PDF 23 20.00 

3 Document File 11 9.57 

 
A large majority (70.43%) of users are interested in downloading the HTML files. This may be for 

the reason that PDFs take longer to download than the HTML files.   
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Table - 11 : Preferred mode of reading 
 

SNo 
 

Preferred mode of Reading a paper NR % 

1 I would read it on-screen 51 44.35 
2 I would take a print out and read 53 46.09 
3 Depends on the situation 11 9.57 

 
Contrary to the popular feeling that reading from the screen is generally not preferred more than half 

of the respondents (44.35%) prefer to read the text from the screen. Nevertheless, more users (46.09%) 

choose printouts to be more convenient for reading. About 10% of the respondents say that the preferred 

mode of reading depends on the situation even if a free printing facility is available. This means a large 

majority i.e. 62% (51+11) would not out rightly prefer to take a hardcopy for reading. One reason for this 

may be that they do not want to waste stationery unnecessarily. This may also show that users have started to 

accept the computer screen as a convenient mode of reading. However, it is still debatable. 

Table: 12 Print version VS electronic version 
 

S.No Purpose of Using a format Preferred format NR % 

1 For Reading E-Journals 15 13.04 
Print Journal 100 86.96 

2 For copying, editing etc E-Journals 109 94.78 
Print Journal 6 5.22 

 
As the table indicates, Print Journal is still the preferred format than the electronic format as far as 

reading is concerned. This is because the print version is portable and can be read anywhere without the help 

of nay device. However, for the purpose of copying and editing etc, e-format is largely preferred. 

Thus, the survey supports the 2nd and 3rd hypotheses i.e.  

1. Users preferred-format for storing the contents of journals;  

2. Users find the print-format more comfortable for reading. 

 
Table: 13 Most preferred means of storing the e-journal contents 

 
S.No Preferred mode of storing for future use NR % 
1 A soft copy 100 86.96 

2 A hard copy 15 13.04 
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Almost 87% of the users would prefer to store the e-journal contents a softcopy to a hardcopy for 

future use. This may be because of the fact that the hard copy is inconvenient to store and preserve. It would 

be costlier too. 

Table: 14 Five most preferred bibliographic data 

 
The users were asked to name the five most important bibliographic data to be included in a short 

initial list of references that one would like to be displayed before the full-text is retrieved in response to a 

search for e-journal articles on particular subject area or topic. They were also asked to specify their order in 

each entry.  

In the above table, R-1, R-2, R-3, R-4 and R-5 indicate the number of respondents preferring a 

particular field listed in one row to occupy respectively the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th position in the initial short 

list of reference.  

As seen from the table, the five unanimously most preferred fields are: ‘Paper Title’, ‘Name of the 

authors’, ‘Journal Name’ , ‘Date and Year of publication of the journal issue’  and  ‘abstract’. However the 

most preferred order is:  

(1) Paper Title,  

(2) Author,  

(3) Journal Name,  

(4) Date and year of publication and  

(5) Abstract.   

This seems to be the generally most preferred fields as well as order. 

MOST USED DATABASE SUBSCRIBED TO UNDER UGC-INFONET CONSORTIUM  
 

Sambalpur University subscribes to e-journal databases under the UGC INFONET E-Journal 

Consortium. The databases cover about 4300 e-journals on various subject disciplines. Being a phase II 

University, however, it does not get many of the databases and journals offered to the phase I universities.  

 

S.No Fields R-1 R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 Rank 

1.  Paper Title 65 39 6 5 0 1 

2.  Author(s) name 39 65 5 6 0 2 

3.  Journal Title 11 0 104 0 0 3 

4.  Date Publication 0 11 0 104 0 4 

5.  Abstract 0 0 0 0 115 5 
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The pattern of use of various databases available at BBCL under the UGC INFONET programme is 

very interesting. While Jstor leads the list with 51.30% users, the second most used database is Project Muse 

used by 26.96% of the respondents falls way behind the former. The third most used database is Kluwer and 

Springer Links (26.09%).  

The following list shows the ranked list of databases from the most used to the least used along with 

the number of users using them: 

Table: 15 
 

S N0 Most Used UGC-INFONET e-journals NR % Rank 
1 Jstor 59 51.30 1 

2 Project Muse 31 26.96 2 
3 Kluwer Academic & Springer Link 30 26.09 3 

4 Blackwell  25 21.74 4 

5 American Chemical Society 16 13.91 5 
6 Royal Society of Chemistry 16 13.91 5 

7 Taylor and Francis... 16 13.91 5 

8 American Physical Society 15 13.04 6 
9 American Institute of Physics 15 13.04 6 

10 Institute of Physics 15 13.04 6 
11 Oxford University Press 13 11.30 7 

12 Cambridge Uni. Press 11 9.57 8 

13 Portland press 9 7.83 9 
14 Annual Reviews...  8 6.96 10 

15 Encyclopedia Britannica 5 4.35 11 

 
THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
 

Table: 16 User-friendliness and comfort level of the Access Centre 
 

S.No Condition A % B % C % D % 
1 Furniture 0 0.00 91 79.13 9 7.83 15 13.04 
2 Lighting 0 0.00 0 0.00 60 52.17 55 47.83 
3 Space  0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 115 100 
4 Air-conditioning 0 0.00 0 0.00 56 48.70 59 51.30 
5 Type of Hardware Used 0 0.00 0 0.00 100 86.96 15 13.04 
6 No of PCs 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0 115 100 
7 Staff Assistance 0 0.00 0 0.00 81 70.43 34 29.57 
8 Opening Hours 0 0.00 0 0.00 100 86.96 15 13.04 
9 Power Supply 0 0.00 0 0.00 95 82.61 20 17.39 
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The Users were asked to express their view on the quality of 9 parameters relating to user-

friendliness and comfortability of the e-journal access environment provided by the Library in terms 4 levels 

such as: 

‘A’ (EXCELLENT), ‘B’ (SATISFACTORY), ‘C’ (Okay) and ‘D’ (POOR) 

As far as the perception of the users is concerned, quality of none of the 9 parameters such as 

lighting, furniture, space, air-conditioning, type of hardware used, no of Pcs, staff assistance, opening hours 

and power supply was found to be excellent.   

A large majority of users (79.13%) find the furniture used in the access centre to be satisfactory. 

Majority of users find the nature of hardware, level of staff assistance, opening hours of the access 

centre and power supply to ‘Okay’. That means there is room for improving the quality in these four areas. 

As far as the quality of lighting and air-conditioning is concerned users were equally divided 

between ‘Okay’ and ‘poor’. Therefore, considerable attention is required to improve the quality of these two 

parameters. However, none of the 115 respondents was satisfied with the ‘space’ and ‘no of PCs’. Serious 

attention need to be paid urgently to improve these two areas of concern. 

The data, thus, supports the 1st hypothesis that the overall environment of the E-journal facility is 

not satisfactory. 

Table: 17 Barriers To Use E-Journals 
 

S.No Perceived Barrier NR % 
1 Confusion over what e-journals the Library subscribes to 56 48.70 

2 Lack of a list of journals by Subject 57 49.57 

3 Journals are listed under service providers and publishers 51 44.35 

 
As the table indicates there seems to be certain confusion amongst more than half of the users 

regarding the availability of e-journals for access at BBCL. Most of the users think that internet is a free 

storehouse of information and all the journals published under the sun are available for use. However, the 

truth is that the Library subscribes to only the journals, which are made available to the University by the 

UGC-INFONET e-journal consortium programme.  For example, many users belonging to the Science 

disciplines complain why Elsevier journals are not accessible. They fail to understand that like their print 

counterparts, e-journals are also priced and that INFLIBNET Centre, on behalf the UGC selects the journals 

to be subscribed. Several factors like price and number of users etc influence this decision while negotiating 

with a particular publisher or journal aggregator. There is also a lot of confusion regarding availability of 

full-text. While most of the journals are available as full-text, there are many journals for which only the 

abstracts or table of Contents (TOC) are available. This creates considerable amount of confusion in the 
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minds of the users. The problem is compounded by the lack of a list all journals by subject. Journals are 

listed by service providers and publishers. A common search interface for all the journals subscribed is, 

therefore, very much essential.  

Table: 18 Not much relevant material 
 

S.No Perceived Barrier NR % 
1 Inadequate number of e-journals in my area of 

study 
11 9.57 

 
While INFLIBNET has tried its best to subscribe to over 4300 e-journals covering almost all the 

disciplines, many journals of interest have been left out due to several reasons, the most important among 

which is financial. Frequency of use is another consideration. The reason that a particular journal is used 

heavily by a particular University does not make it the most suitable candidate for subscription unless it is 

also used by other universities. Elsevier journals, for example, are not subscribed to for the phase II 

universities, although most of the users, belonging to Life Sciences and Chemistry, demand for subscribing 

to these journals. 

In the present study, however, only a very small portion of users (9.57 %) surveyed feel that the 

number of journals subscribed to in their areas of study is inadequate. 

This shows that the 4th hypothesis proposed i.e. ‘the number of e-journals subscribed is not 

sufficient’ is not supported by the survey in the present context. 

Table: 19 Inconvenient to Use 
 

Rank Perceived Barrier NR % 
1 Inadequate Number of Computers 66 57.39 
2 Needing latest version of Adobe Acrobat for PDFs 41 35.65 

3 Articles are slow to download 33 28.70 
4 Breaks in access due to renewal and technical problems 21 18.26 

5 Users do not understand how to access the journals 11 9.57 
6 Dislike of reading from a screen 7 6.09 
7 Trying to access the journal through an incorrect route 5 4.35 

 
The survey shows the most important barrier ranked 1st in the table above, perceived by most users 

is ‘Inadequate Number of Computers’. Urgent steps should, therefore, be taken to add required number of 

computers to access e journals. The problem ranked  2nd in the above table can be sorted out if the latest 

version of Adobe Acrobat is periodically downloaded and installed in all PCs by the in-charge. The problem 

ranked 3rd depends on the bandwidth. Requests can be made to the INFLIBNET to increase the bandwidth to 

sort out this problem considerably. However sometimes, this problem (ranked 4th in the list) arises due to 

problem with the server of the publisher or the service providers. However, usually this type of slow 
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download or break lasts only for a very short period since it is sorted out at the earliest.  Other barriers, e g 

those ranked 5th and 7th can be eliminated by orienting the users about the specific search strategies followed 

by different databases. The barrier ranked 6th is very personal in nature and depends on the physical and 

mental set up of the users. This can either be improved through practice (for a new user) or by using a 

suitable visual aid (if there is a problem with the eyes of the viewer). 

LACK OF PROPER ORIENTATION AND TRAINING 
 

Almost all users (108 i.e. 93.91%) feel that an in-built mechanism for imparting necessary training to 

utilize electronic sources of information is lacking. The Library could arrange periodical orientation 

programmes on usage of e-journals for new users, researchers, students and faculty. This would not only 

empower the users, it will also improve the access rate of e-journals, and which would motivate INFLIBNET 

to consider offer the more journals to the users of this University. 

DISCUSSIONS/ RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

(i) Conducive Physical Environment: The E-Journal Access Centre should be renovated by extending 

it further so that it becomes more spacious and should be look like elegant. 

(ii) Self-Sustainable Access Centre: Adequate number of terminals should be procured, networked and 

properly organized inside the e-journal centre so that more number of users including teachers, 

scholars, and other students can have access to e-journals without constraint.  

(iii) Campus-Wide Computer Network: The Campus-wide computer network should be ready at the 

earliest and the network be connected to the E-Journal facility of BBCL enabling users from PG 

Department, residences and hostels to access e-journals without even visiting to the Library.  

(iv) Well-designed Common Search-Interface: Efforts should be made to develop a well-designed 

Library Portal for the BBCL where, apart from various other necessary library related pages / links, 

there should be a user-friendly common search interface with a meta-search engine to crawl and 

search all the databases and e-journals subscribed by the Library from whatever source, including 

those subscribed under the UGC-INFONET programme.   

(v) User-Orientation Programme: BBCL must conduct well-designed user-orientation programme, at 

regular intervals, for new as well as old users to make them knowledgeable about the e-journals 

being subscribed to in their areas of study and to make them conversant with the various search 

techniques employed in each one of them.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The number of e- journals being published grows steadily and one day this would ultimately take us 

to an era when there would be no journals in the printed medium. The present study indicates growing 

acceptance of the electronic format. Scientists are increasingly using these new publications and citing them 

in their research papers. Libraries are serving their role in the research process by providing access through 

their online catalogs. The move to an electronic format for journals has affected serials management practices 

in libraries. This study only attempted to examines the attitude of academic faculty, scholars and M Phil 

students of the Sambalpur University on the usage of e-journals subscribed to at BBCL through UGC -

INFONET E-Journal Consortium. The study brought forth several interesting attitudinal patterns in the usage 

of e-journals. This, however, is generalized and gives us only a general idea. There is need to further this 

work by making a survey of users belonging to separate disciplines and study their usage patterns and 

attitudinal variations. It is absolutely essential to study the variations in the e-journal usage pattern for 

different disciplines and of different categories of users belonging to various backgrounds, to be able to 

design and develop a really excellent e-journal facility catering to the needs of diverse users typical to that of 

an academic institution like Sambalpur University, India 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper reports the results of the study conducted on community information needs and 

role of informational infrastructure available at highly literate Himalayan district of Hamirpur, Himachal 

Pradesh in India. The study sought to discover community information needs and how far community 

libraries are helping them in fulfilling those needs. Besides, the paper also covers community perceptions 

about community libraries and their services. The study was comprised by a questionnaire covering 34 

community libraries at different regions in district Hamirpur. A total number of 404 questionnaires were 

received back out of 600 distributed questionnaires with the response rate of 67.33%. The major findings of 

the survey include that majority of users of community libraries are school and college students (62.87%); 

the books and periodicals were the most accepted means of accessing the information; the maximum 

Community library users are not satisfied with the services and resources available and they want availability 

of more ICT (Information and Communication Technology) based services in community libraries with 

extended hours for library consultation. 

KEYWORDS: Community Information Needs, Informational Infrastructure, Community Libraries 

INTRODUCTION 

Information need is an individual or group's desire to locate and obtain information in order to 

satisfy a conscious or unconscious need. In the pertinent study the term ‘Information Needs’ is related to 

‘information’ and ‘need’ which have deep and inseparable interconnection. The primary goal of any library 

to continuously caters to the informational needs of its clientele in any given situation. This study addressed 

the various community information needs and available informational infrastructure at district Hamirpur of 

Himachal Pradesh State of India, which is one of the most literate States of the country with a literacy rate of 

83.78%.  
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

There are four major objectives of the study: (1) identifying communities who are potential users of 

the 34 community libraries with their information needs (2) informational infrastructure available to cater to 

information needs of library users, (3) State Governments role in providing better infrastructure for 

community libraries and (4) users’ perception regarding available library and information services in the 

district. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Community may have political and governmental connotations referring to structure under which a 

group of persons live and carry on their daily activities, whereby villages, towns, cities, countries and even 

larger political units are sometimes regarded as communities. Whatever its size or degree of organization, a 

community has certain territorial limits, common focal points of activities, and regional or group unity" 

(American Peoples Encyclopaedia, 1962)1.  

Baliar Singh and Mahapatra2 (1987) define community information and what are the needs of the 

users, where the literacy rate is low. The emphasis is given on providing information necessary for the public 

on matters of public concerns, so that they can be more involved in the process of decision making. 

Makinta & Dawha3 (1992) describe a society as a complex system or structure consisting of 

institutions, associations and individuals. These social components are interdependent on each other, 

performing certain activities or roles, all contributing to the survival and development of the society. The 

public library is seen as one such important societal institution.  

Barnes4 (1994) sees a community library as a library which contains a different type of material 

from that normally found in a public library, where there is an active interface between the librarian and the 

user, as well as close co-operation with· other organizations active within the community, and where services 

rendered are of a highly political nature. 

Williamson, K., Schauder, D. & Bow, A.5 (2000) describes about of community information needs 

and information seeking behaviour. An important aim was to investigate the responses information seekers 

prefer from an information provider. 

Johnstone6 (1988) points out those libraries are mainly found in developed communities where a 

reading culture is prevalent. She maintains that libraries aim to contribute to the general development and 

education of the masses.  
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ABOUT THE PLACE OF SURVEY STUDY (HAMIRPUR) 

Hamirpur is situated between 250 7' N -260 7' North Latitude and 790 17' E-800 21' East Longitude. 

The district of Hamirpur covers an area of 4,121.9 sq. km. The total population of Hamirpur is 4, 54,293 

according to the census of 2011. Among which 2, 16,742 are males and 2, 37,551 are females.  In Hamirpur, 

the literacy rate of 89.01% (Census 2011) is higher than the national literacy rate of 74.04%. The district has 

male literacy 95.28% and female literacy 83.44%. 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamirpur_district,_Himachal_Pradesh)7 

RESEARCH METHOD 

A well designed questionnaire was distributed among 600 library users from local community. A 

total number of 404 questionnaires were received with the response rate of 67.33%. The study covered 34 

community libraries out of total 71 community libraries of district Hamirpur, Himachal Pradesh being funded 

and managed by State Government of Himachal Pradesh. For the purpose of study data collection was done 

through stratified sampling and convenience sampling. There were users who were not aware of English 

language, for those the researcher orally explained each question and got the responses. The following 

libraries are covered for the present study; 

Table 1: List of 34 Community Libraries 

Sr.No. Community Libraries 
1. District Library, Hamipur 
2. Bani 
3. Bhota 
4. Bagwara 
5. Bhoranj 
6. Ladraur 
7. Mundkhar 
8. Jhiralri 
9. Tikkar Khatarian 
10. Parol 
11. Tal 
12. Bijhari 
13. Danghota 
14. Amroh 
15. Nalti 
16. Didwin 
17. Hamirpur (1) 
18. Hamirpur (2) 
19. Jhagriani 
20. Lambloo 
21. Mair 
22. Utpur 
23. Tauni Devi 
24. Choru 
25. Balduhak 
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26. Bhumpal(Sudhial) 
27. Dhaneta 
28. Galore 
29. Bara 
30. Kangoo 
31. Nadaun (1) 
32. Nadaun (2) 
33. Chabutra 
34. Sujanpur Tira 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Analysis of data is one of the most important mechanisms to find out the result of any research 

work. To windup research problems, researcher has to organize and collect various data from various 

sources, which can lead to logical findings and conclusion. 

LIBRARY USERS 

The data collected through questionnaire has been analyzed on the basis of library Users. Library users of 

one District Libraries and 33 community libraries are taken for the analysis of data. Library users are one of 

the most important criteria who can contribute opinion in this study. They are supposed to access and visit 

most of the services of Community libraries in the district. Library user-ship has been tabulated under Table 

No. 2; 

Table 2: Library Users 

Gender Group Frequency Percentage 
Male 260 (64.35%) 

Female 144 (35.64%) 

Total 404 (100%) 
It is shown from the above table that out of total respondents 260 (64.35%) were males and 144(35.64%) 

were females. 

DISTRIBUTION OF COMMUNITY LIBRARY USERS ON THE BASI S OF THEIR 

PROFESSION/OCCUPATION 

The local community library users are composed of students, government employees, businessmen, 

agriculturists, ex-servicemen, unemployed, shopkeepers etc. For the ease of study the community members 

are grouped into four categories i.e. students, servicemen, self-employed and others. The library membership 

by occupation has been depicted in Table No. 3 which as below;  
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Table 3: Library users by Occupation 

Occupation Total Percentage (%) 
Student 180 (44.55%) 
Servicemen 144 (35.64%) 
Self-employed 30 (7.42%) 
Others 50 (12.37%) 
Total 404 (100%) 

 

By occupation, out of the 404 respondents, Self-employed(7.42%) and other category (12.37%) of 

persons were not very fond of library users-ship, which can be assumed that they are not regular visitors of 

the library and do not have time to access information from the libraries that may be due to their daily works 

or engagements. Students (44.55%) and servicemen (35.64%) were the main users of community libraries. 

FREQUENCY OF LIBRARY VISIT 

The library visitors have been represented in the following Table No. 4 as below;  

 Table 4: Frequency of library visit 

Gender group Daily Weekly Monthly Occasionally Total 
Male 20(4.95%) 80(19.80%) 28(6.93%) 131(32.42%) 260(64.36%) 
Female 7(1.73%) 24(5.94%) 14(3.46%) 100(24.75%) 144(35.64%) 
Total 27(6.68%) 104(25.7%) 42(10.39%) 231(57.17%) 404(100%) 

 

It could be revealed that the male visitors are higher than the female visitors in all the frequency of 

library visits, such as, daily, weekly and monthly. When 4.95% male visits library daily, only 1.73% female 

visit library; 19.8% male visit weekly, 5.94 female visit library; further, when there are 6.93% monthly 

visitor of male, there are 3.46% female and 32.42% are male occasional visitor, 24.75% are female 

occasional visitor. The analysis reveals that, frequency of library visit is more in male visitors than female 

visitors, which affirm that male readers have more accessibility of information provided by Community 

Libraries in Hamirpur than female readers. 

PURPOSE OF LIBRARY VISITS 

The purpose of library visits has been illustrated with the help of the following Table No. 5; 
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Table 5: Purpose of library Visits 

Gender group To read 
Periodicals 

To read Books Others Total 

Male 198(49.09%) 36(8.91%) 26(6.44%) 260(64.36%) 
Females 125(30.94%) 10(2.47%) 9(2.22%) 144(35.64%) 
Total 323(79.95%) 46(11.39%) 35(8.66%) 404(100%) 

 

From the above table, it is clearly describe that for male and female readers the main purpose of 

library visit is to read periodicals constituting 49.09% and 30.94% respectively, and is followed by 8.91% in 

the case of male and 2.47% to female to read books. The other services (6.44%) include lending of books, 

consulting reference books are used by males as compared to females i.e 2.22%. 

USAGE OF SOURCES OF INFORMATION  

The use of Source of information in Community libraries by users is represented by Table No. 6 as below; 

Table 6: Usage of informational sources 

Gender Periodicals Books Total 
Male 165(40.84%) 95(23.51%) 260(64.36%) 
Female 122(30.19%) 22(5.44%) 144(35.64%) 
Total 287(71.03%) 117(28.96%) 404(100%) 

 

It is clear from the above table that out of the total population (40.84%) of male readers used 

periodicals as their main source of information in the Community libraries whereas 30.19% of female 

regarded periodicals as their main source of information. The difference is more than 10%. Going to the next 

part, 23.51% of male use books as the main source of information, whereas only 5.44% of female readers 

deduce Periodicals as their main source of information. Both male and female also use some other materials 

as their source of information equally, constituting 3.46%. 

COMMUNITY LIBRARIES AS RESERVOIR OF LOCAL INFORMATI ON NEEDS 

The services of the Community libraries are designed to facilitate and invite use of resources and 

satisfy the reading goals of individuals of all ages and groups. The services provided, for the best result, 

should provide resources to cater information needs of the users for the benefit of the community in one way 

or the other. The following Table No.7 demonstrates data received from respondents on Community libraries 

as reservoir of local information needs;  
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Table 7: Community Libraries as reservoir of local information needs 

Gender 
group 

Yes No No Idea Total 

Male 105(25.99%) 114(28.21%) 45(11.13%) 260(64.36%) 

Female 34(8.41%) 74(18.31%) 32(8.91%) 144(35.64%) 

Total 139(34.4%) 188(46.53%) 77(19.05%) 404(100%) 

 

The above table affirms that 25.99% male of the total respondents declared Community libraries are 

a place to fulfil local information needs whereas 28.21% do not agree to. By taking female respondents, 

18.31% say that Community libraries do not deposit local information needs, and only 8.41% are against to 

this statement. 

STATE GOVERNMENTS’ ROLE IN DEVELOPING COMMUNITY LIB RARIES  

Table 8 State Governments’ role in developing community libraries. 

State Governments’ role in developing community libraries. Frequency Percentage (%) 
Yes 8 (1.98%) 
No 396 (98.06%) 
Total 404 100% 

 

By analyzing respondents’ viewpoint regarding the State Governments’ role to enhance library 

services, it is found that maximum respondents (98.06%) replied that State Governments is not doing much 

for the development of community libraries. 

LIBRARIES AS SUPPORTER OF COMMUNITY LIFE  

The social life of a nation is always influence by different factors. Library is one of such elements. 

The Community libraries of Hamirpur have been serving the district for more than thirty-eight years; their 

services are not much aware among the society as a whole. The following Table No. 9 data is received and 

analyzed from respondents on Community libraries as supporter of social life: 

Table 9: Libraries as supporter of community Life 

Gender group Yes No No Idea Total 

Male 93(23.01%) 102(25.24%) 65(16.08%) 260(64.36%) 
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Female 24(5.94%) 76(18.81%) 44(10.89%) 144(35.64%) 

Total 117(28.96%) 178(44.05%) 109(26.98%) 404(100%) 

 

 

The above table depicts the declaration of the respondents on library contribution for the society as 

supporter of community life. Out of the total respondents, 25.24% of male affirms that Community libraries 

do not promote social life, but 23.01% were against the later statement. Likewise, 18.81% of female from the 

total respondents declared that it does not support social life whereas 5.94% avow that it promotes and 

10.89% have no idea. By taking the whole picture, the researcher, therefore, conclude that the contributions 

of Community libraries do not have much contribution for the support of community life of the local 

residents. 

SATISFACTION ON COMMUNITY LIBRARIES  

Reliable and exhaustive library service is the reputation of a library. The respondents are asked 

about their satisfaction on library services through questionnaire, and following is the data analysis on library 

services. The satisfaction level is categorised on the basis of readership of community libraries. It is found in 

the study that that there are three types of users i.e. Frequent users who visit the libraries on daily or weekly 

basis, Moderate Users who visit the library once or twice in a month and Causal users who pay visit to library 

occasionally. Table No. 10 corresponds to data of respondents on the basis of these three categories of library 

users for their declaration on Community libraries services is satisfactory or not; 

Table 10: Satisfaction on Library Services by Library Users 

Library users Yes No No Idea Total 

Frequent user 53(13.11%) 64(15.85%) 13(%)3.21 130(32.17%) 

Moderate user 13(3.21%) 23(5.69%) 6(1.48%) 42(10.39%) 

Casual user 91(22.52%) 100(24.75%) 41(10.14%) 232(57.42%) 

Total 157(38.86%) 187(46.28%) 60(14.85%) 404(100%) 

 

The above table depicts that out of the total respondents 13.11% of library frequent users satisfied 

with the service provided in Community Libraries of Hamirpur, whereas 15.85% do not satisfy and 3.21% 

have not contributed their idea. To library moderate users, 3.21% satisfy, 5.69% do not satisfy and 1.48% has 

no idea. Again, 22.52% of casual users satisfy, 24.75% do not satisfy and 10.14% have no idea in this regard. 
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By analyzing the overall data of the library users, the researcher assures that Community Library services in 

Hamirpur are not satisfactory to the library users.  

FINDINGS 

The study reveals that Community libraries in Hamirpur are engaged in the routine functions to 

meet the information needs of the community. Hamirpur being the highest literacy district in Hamirpur and 

fast developing in the field of education, most of these libraries are having inadequate infrastructure to 

provide day-to-day services to meet the readers demand. There can be various reasons for which these 

libraries could not cope up with other developed libraries in providing different kinds of information to the 

community. From the preceding study on the problem stated, the researcher can draw the following specific 

findings on the basis of data collected from the community members, analyzed and interpreted: 

1. Some community members not know the presence of library in the region as no signboards is there 

and no publicity programs are run to make people aware about library services. Some of the libraries 

are remotely located and are not in the reach of the community members. 

2. None of these libraries have enough space to organize different sections of the library to provide 

efficient services to the readers. These building were more over non-functional to serve the readers. 

Some of these libraries do not have adequate professional staff to take up the queries of library users 

and to organize library services in scientific manner. All of these libraries follow closed access 

system. Closed accessed system created certain problems for the library users unless there are no 

sufficient staffs to guide and help the readers to get their information needs quickly.  

3. The daily average library users are ranging from 10 to 45 in these public libraries. Due to lack of 

space, reading room and stack area, as these are not organized separately. The preferred time for 

library visit is 10:00am to 5:00p.m. Technical work e.g., classification, cataloguing, subject heading, 

shelving, automation etc., is not properly maintained in these libraries; no added entries were 

provided in cataloguing that creates certain problems to the users to locate their informational 

resource. 

4. Subscription of Periodicals/Journals is not adequate; and as such, there is no educational or research 

journals for students. Library extension service is not properly provided to serve the rural people 

and disadvantaged persons as well as to give awareness of the Community libraries services to the 

community. 

5. Most of Community libraries members are in the age group of 19-30 years and out of which male 

are more than female and these members are the frequent visitors of community libraries. The main 

purpose of readers to visit library is to read newspapers and competitive magazines. Most of the 

readers’ approaches are for educational and recreational information in nature. Approaches for 

social and cultural information are very low. 
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6. ICT based services provided by these Community libraries are not satisfactory to the users to cater 

their information requirements. There is no organization of library extension services, viz., book 

exhibition, seminar, lecture, quiz competition, workshop, etc., to aware public library services to the 

public is very limited.  

7. The State Government is not paying attention towards the development of community library’s 

infrastructure and collection, resulting resentment among local residents. 

8. Community libraries preserve cultural heritage of the society through its collection of various 

documents. But no programs on cultural activities are organized to give awareness of library as 

centre of cultural preservation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The above research study shows that the Community Libraries in Hamirpur has been serving the 

society for almost forty years, but its services are not much fruitful to the community for their educational or 

socio-cultural developments. The State government should start new initiative to build better infrastructure 

for these community libraries, so that the community of the district could make use of educational resources 

through such libraries. 
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ABSTRACT 

   This paper elaborates on web based mobile information resources of health science 

have led to the improved information and library services in medical/health discipline. Mobile 

technology has changed the information seeking behavior of the users and services being provided by the 

librarians also making substantial inroads in patient care and diffusion of health care information. It is 

changing the way health sciences professionals gain information. They uses mobiles and other handheld 

devices to do things like accessing medical records, getting information of medicine, providing remote 

patient care through telemedicine facilities, and accessing health care literature due to library resources 

are increasingly available via either mobile applications or mobile websites in health science. This paper 

will be helpful to clinicians and other medical science concerned working in remote places to keep 

abreast with the recent advances in their respective fields by enabling them to access the information at 

the press of a button on mobile or handheld devices. How much of mobile information sources have been 

used with the provision of M-libraries has also been discussed. 

KEYWORDS : M-libraries, Health Science libraries, E- resources  

INTRODUCTION 

           More and more number of people accessing the internet from their pocket PCs and mobile 

phones, libraries are investigating ways to deliver their services to mobile phones and other small-screen 

devices so their customers can access them any time anywhere [1]. Mobile phones have a function in all 

aspects of life, and their uses is increasing dramatically as well as in clinical routine have the potential to 

greatly improve communication, facilitate information access, eliminate double documentation, and 

increase quality of patient care in the long run [2]. So use of mobile devices such as cell phones, iPhones, 

and Blackberries in relation to academic mobile library services are growing [3].  

          An informally M-libraries is a managed collection of information, with associated services, 

where the information is stored in digital formats and accessible over a mobile phone and combining an 

on-site collection of current and heavily used materials in mobile form available access by mobile format 

and mobile-process able form and the functions of acquisition, storage, retrieval, access and display are 

carried out through the use of mobile technologies. At present many libraries in western countries are 

providing various information services and making the access to reference sources available on the 
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mobile devices for their users. Using a mobile device the library client of 2015 will be able to: search the 

library catalogue, select material based on reviews and ratings by fellow clients and view full text online 

resources and reserve print materials [4]. Present trends in mobile tools and application for libraries so 

topics of m-Health/m-Libraries and medical informatics is required in the syllabuses of MedLIS in 

Iranian universities which can help to make right medical decisions [5]. According to Lippincott (2008), 

clinical professionals and other researchers working in the field “may find ready access to directories, 

handbooks, and the like to be of great utility in the field” on mobile devices.  Lippincott noted that 

‘libraries might want to offer a set of mobile formatted reference materials for students studying ….’ [6]. 

A reviews of some the health science and mobile application using mobile and other handheld devices 

for a verity of purpose. This paper addresses some of these issues by exploring the web based mobile 

information resources in health science libraries. Finding of the study would help health science libraries 

and users to better understand the nature of web based mobile/apps information resources and make a 

better negotiation with database vendors.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

        This study aims to achieve the following objectives: To familiar with the concept of M-libraries; 

to find out and analyses the web based mobile information resources for health science libraries; how it 

has evolved from library and user awareness regarding resources with academic and special libraries; and 

to review outstanding web based mobile information resources in health science. 

REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES 

               There are several significant efforts as evidenced by many authors have detailed information 

regarding use of mobiles devices; web based mobile information for health science libraries. Baggett and 

Williams (2012) has recommended mobile applications for library resources [7]. Boruff, Jill T. and 

Bilodeau, Edward (2012) has attempted to facilitate medical student access to mobile point-of care tools 

directly on mobile devices to provide information [8]. Davies et al. (2012) has evaluated mobile learning 

in clinical medical students which model for mobile learning in the clinical setting to access up-to-date 

information for patient care [9]. Kamel Boulos et al. (2011) portrayed about health and healthcare 

smartphone apps (applications) which is market of today [10]. Shurtz and Isenburg (2011) conducted a 

study on e-readers which loaded with medical textbooks and other relevant material benefit medical 

students, residents, and preceptors in clinical settings [11]. Bala, A. and Gupta, B. M. (2010) has found 

that the positive attitude of the medical respondents towards the provision of library and information 

services on mobile devices [12]. Chatterley, T. & Chojecki, D. (2010) has mentioned that ‘49.1 % has 

accessing clinical textbooks’ [13]. Arul Chib (2010) has exertion a studied on framework application of 

mobile technologies for accessing health information [14]. Sanjay Dixit et al. (2010) studied the latest 

consumer of the mobile phones in medical colleges; that’s usage at reside in hostels [15].  Holt and Walker 

(2010) have described “Medical libraries were the first libraries to adapt to the mobile environment 

debuted …..” [16]. Adams, A. (2008) conversed to mobile devices which has been using healthcare and in 

hospitals. They articulated that PDAs and smartphones provide rapid information support for accessing 
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medical digital libraries [17]. Carles et al. (2008) found that the attitudes of students to using PDAs in their 

clinical practices are positive [18]. Iluyemi, A. (2008) has taken case study and noted that the health 

workers distributed across the network use the connected PDAs to receive medical e-learning materials 
[19]. 

METHODS 

             The available literature on the topic has been studied and reviewed to examine the concept of 

web based mobile information resources in the health science libraries. Most of data on the mobile 

information resources taken from differentiate search engines using as terms related to mobile 

information resources, mobile technology and internet had taken data from relevant website. Sometime 

the conceptual and textual information related to the present study were collected both from primary and 

secondary sources of information such as books, professional journals, magazines, conference 

proceedings etc.  

SEARCH STRATEGY 

           We searched from differentiate search engines as terms using the following wide concept of 

publication available on mobile and other handheld devices related medical subject and keywords like: 

mobile, handheld devices, mobile library website; point-of-care systems; PDA; handspring; pocket PC 

and web based mobile information sources, mobile publication, medical education, medical students, m-

libraries, medical libraries; attitude of health personnel; attitude towards mobile; medical information 

apps etc. Results were got from search engine related web based mobile information sources related to 

health science. 

M-LIBRARIES: BRIEF OVERVIEW IN HEALTH SCIENCE LIBRA RIES 

              The mobile web is all about discovering information at your place when you need it. Its 

advantages are understandable – information access whenever, wherever. Access to quick information in 

the health/medical field, mobile devices and handheld devices are now not only changing the way we 

communicate; they are going to change the way we access information [20]. Use of mobile phone 

technology for knowledge sharing among academicians in institution of higher education is being [21]. 

Some of these possibilities in health science libraries are: transmitting, receiving and storing information, 

connecting to Internet or running applications is possible in library with the help of mobile technology in 

library services.  

                   There are scores of different types, styles, and models of mobile phones and handheld 

devices, web based mobile information sources resources are widely used available on the market today 

which can be support to getting mobile based information sources and also in library and its services: 

basic phones and smartphones; pocket PC devices; palm and other PDAs; Netbooks, e-reader; tablet PC; 

GPS devices, media players; pocketcirc etc.  Several universities have established campus--wide mobile 

initiatives like offered PDAs, smartphones, iPhones and iPod to students. Academic libraries are making 

their services, such as the catalog, hour’s listings, and computer availability, accessible via mobile 
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devices [22]. The fundamental use of M- libraries is that provide better delivery of information and 

anywhere searching and browsing; m-library brings the library to the user; information can be shared; to 

keep information current; information is always available. Following services enable users more efficient 

access to resources and information whilst moving throughout the library: M-opacs (Mobile library 

online public access catalogues); reference services via text messaging; audio tours and library 

instruction; text message alerts and circulation services; due-day reminder and renewal-request service; 

new title notification service; multimedia borrowing notification service; request arrival notification 

service; overdue notification service; library News and event reminder service; the interactive library 

map service, mobile learning etc.  

                  In the health sciences field, so many libraries are offering health science related mobile 

based information services.  In health science libraries, it can be used in different ways like use of 

information (data) and communication technologies for health processes (Health System) either locally 

and at a distance; health workers and health system capacity; Health management information systems, 

(EHR, DSS etc) health knowledge systems (Libraries). PDA in work of cardiovascular and medical/ 

surgical; critical care nurses report using PDAs, decision support tools is being [23], use of smartphone by 

researchers was utilized for access of useful links such as journals, reference guides, calculators relevant 

to their medical field [24] and mobile phone text messaging (Short Message Service, SMS) application is 

using for many tasks in health care [25].  In the health sciences field, library of the University of Alberta 
[26], Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory [27] library offers a vast array of health science related reference 

services and access to other library sources to its users on mobile devices. 

RESULTS 

         The e-database search on internet yielded 486 citations. After preliminary screening for 

eligibility via titles, keywords/subject headings, and abstracts and full text, we retrieved 98 articles for a 

more detailed review. Between these, 46 met the filled eligibility criteria. An additional 76 mobile based 

journal’s, 49 mobile based databases, 98 major different mobile based reference/information sources 

website was identified by searching from search engines of these eligible articles and prior reviews. 

Including the 16 unique papers selected from journals, books, conference proceedings were searched to 

identify a review of literature. These articles were divided by types of information sources and also by 

the following content areas: (1) name of website; (2) URL; (3) support to which devices/ payment or 

free.  

OVERVIEW OF WEB BASED M-INFORMATION RESOURCES IN HE ALTH 

Accessibility of Mobile Based Journals in Health Science 

         Web based mobile journals are simply electronic versions of periodicals that electronic text (e.g. 

PDF) or hypertext format and is available for access in electronic format e.g. on the Internet by mobile or 

other handheld devices. Some publishers and individual journals have developed apps for viewing 

abstracts and/or articles. In addition, some publishers/journals have organized mobile optimized sites for 
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viewing their content on mobile devices. Availability web based mobile journals is often dependent upon 

the journal's publication, with older journals being less likely to be accessible online. 

Table I Web Based Mobile (Apps) Information Sources –Journals 
 

Name of website 

(abbreviated as) 

URL 

Support 

to/Compatible 

with 

American Chemical Society 

(ACS)  
http://pubs.acs.org/page/tools/acsmobile/index.htm 

iPhone, iPad, 

Android; free 

American Institute of 

Physics (AIP) iResearch 
http://scitation.aip.org/iphone 

iPhone, iPod touch; 

free 

American Journal of 

Nursing  

http://journals.lww.com/ajnonline/_layouts/1033/oaks.journals/m

obilenursing.aspx 

mobile optimized 

site 

American Psychological 

Association (APA) 
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/apa-journals/id402409500?mt=8 

iPhone, iPod touch; 

free 

Annual Reviews BioOne http://www.annualreviews.org/page/about/mobile 
mobile optimized 

site 

British Medical Journals  http://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/bmj-ipad iPad; free 

Cambridge Journals  http://journals.cambridge.org/ 
mobile optimized 

site 

Cell Press  http://www.cell.com/iphone iPhone; free 

Highwire Press  http://highwire.stanford.edu/products/mobile.dtl 
mobile optimized 

site 

IEEE Xplore Mobile  http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/mobile/ 
mobile optimized 

site 

Journal of Immunology  http://www.jimmunol.org/site/misc/helpmobile.xhtml 
mobile optimized 

site 

Nature  http://www.nature.com/mobileapps/ iPhone, iPad; free 

New England Journal of 

Medicine  
http://www.nejm.org/page/about-nejm/mobile-applications iPhone; $ 

New Scientist  
https://market.android.com/details?id=com.newscientist.mobile

&hl=en 
Android; free 

Oxford Journals  http://www.oxfordjournals.org/mobile_faqs.html 
mobile optimized 

site 

PLoS Medicine  http://blogs.plos.org iPhone; free 

Psychiatry Online  http://m.psychiatryonline.com/ mobile optimized 
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site 

Public Library of Science 

(PLoS)  

http://blogs.plos.org/plos/2010/06/touch-the-research-you-need-

new-plos-ipad-app/ 
iPad; free 

Royal Society of Chemistry 

(RSC) Mobile  
http://www.rsc.org/Publishing/Platform/RSCMobile.asp 

iPhone, iPod, iPad, 

Android (beta); 

free 

Science  http://content.aaas.org/mobile/ 
iPhone, iPod touch, 

iPad, Android; free 

Science Signaling  http://content.aaas.org/mobile/ 
iPhone, iPod touch, 

iPad, Android; free 

Science Translational 

Medicine  
http://content.aaas.org/mobile/ 

iPhone, iPod touch, 

iPad, Android; free 

Science Weekly Podcast  http://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/science-weekly/id136697669 iTunes; free 

Scientific American  http://www.scientificamerican.com/page.cfm?section=mobile 
mobile optimized 

site 

Scientific American 

Advances  

http://www.filecluster.com/iPhone/Scientific-American-

Advances-111423.html 

iPhone, iPod touch; 

free 

Taylor & Francis  
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/tfo-

resources/documents/mobile-faqs.pdf 

mobile optimized 

site 

[27], [28], [29] 

MAJOR WEB BASED MOBILE DATABASES AVAILABLE IN HEALT H SCIENCE 

       Web based mobile databases offers a single platform for article-level access to thousands of e-

journals from hundreds of publishers available through different subscription services. Mobile versions 

of popular search databases, such as IEEE explore, PubMed, Medline plus Mobile, NCBI Bookshelf, 

arXiv, Web of Science, and ScienceDirect. There also are some search database apps developed 

specifically for mobile devices. 

Table II Web Based Mobile (Apps) Information Sources- Databases 
 

Name of website 

(abbreviated as) 
URL 

Support 

to/Compatible with 

AccessMyLibrary - Gale  http://www.gale.cengage.com/apps/ iPhone, iPad; free 

Article Search  http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/articlesearch/id401914624?mt=8 iPhone, iPad; free 

arXiv Mobile  https://market.android.com/details?id=com.commonsware.android.arXiv&hl=enAndroid; free 

Babel Mesh  http://babelmesh.nlm.nih.gov/index_eng.php?com=tbld 
mobile optimized 

site 
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BookMyne http://www.sirsidynix.com/bookmyne 
iPhone, iPod touch, 

Android; free 

EBSCOhost Mobile  http://www.ebscohost.com/academic/mobile-access 
iPhone, iPod touch, 

Android; free 

GPO Monthly Catalog http://catalog.gpo.gov/F 
mobile optimized 

site 

Informa Healthcare http://informahealthcare.com/page/mobilesupport 
mobile optimized 

site 

JSTOR Mobile (Beta) http://about.jstor.org/support-training/help/jstor-mobile-beta 
mobile optimized 

site 

Medline Plus Mobile http://m.medlineplus.gov/ 
mobile optimized 

site 

Medscape Mobile  http://www.medscape.com/ 

iPhone, iPad, 

Android, 

Blackberry; free 

MyLibrary College 

Edition 
http://www.gale.cengage.com/apps/aml/CollegeStudent/ 

iPhone, iPod touch, 

iPad, Android; free 

NCBI Bookshelf  http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query/Books.live/Help/mobile.html 
mobile optimized 

website 

OCLC WorldCat Mobile 

Website 
http://www.worldcat.org/mobile/ 

mobile optimized 

site 

Pubget Mobile http://pubget.com/mobile 
mobile optimized 

site 

PubMed Mobile http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/m/pubmed/ 
mobile optimized 

site 

PUBSAVVY  http://itunes.apple.com/app/pubsavvy/id398881458?ign-mpt=uo%3D6&mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, 

iPad; $ 

Safari Tech Books 

Online 
http://m.safaribooksonline.com/ 

mobile optimized 

site 

SciVerse Science Direct 

Mobile 
http://www.info.sciverse.com/sciverse-mobile-applications/overview 

iPhone, iPad, 

Android, 

Blackberry; free  

SpringerLink Mobile http://itunes.apple.com/app/springerlink/id473166018?mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, 

iPad; free 

Unbound Medline http://www.unboundmedicine.com/medline/ebm 
mobile optimized 

site 

Web of Knowledge  http://m.webofknowledge.com/ 
mobile optimized 

site 

Web of Knowledge 

Mobile  
http://wokinfo.com/about/mobile/ Requires registration 
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SciVerse ScienceDirect 

and Scopus Alerts 

Mobile 

http://www.info.sciverse.com/sciverse-mobile-applications Requires registration 

  [27], [28], [29] 

MAJOR WEB BASED MOBILE REFERENCE SOURCES IN HEALTH SCIENCE 

              Web based mobile reference collection provides easy access to thousands of information 

sources on mobile or other handheld devices. Various publishers have developed apps for viewing 

reference information 

Table III Web Based Mobile (Apps) Information Sources- References 
 

Name of website (abbreviated as) URL Support to/Compatible with 

1. Medical Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Medical Encyclopedia http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/medical-encyclopedia/id313696784?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Merck Manual for Mobile Devices  http://www.unboundmedicine.com/products/merck_manual_suite iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, Android; $ 

Mobile at CDC http://www.cdc.gov/mobile/ mobile optimized site 

Shots Childhood Immunization Schedule  http://www.immunizationed.org/Default.aspx iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, Android; free 

UV Index http://apps.usa.gov/uvindex/ iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, Android; free 

WebMD Mobile http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/webmd-mobile/id295076329?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Zyrtec AllergyCast http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/zyrtec-allergycast/id320298020?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

2. Dictionaries 

Dictionary.com http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/dictionary-com-dictionary/id385756768?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

English-Spanish Visual Dictionary from 

Franklin 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/english-spanish-visual-

dictionary/id368431725?mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

Nolo's Plain English Law Dictionary http://itunes.apple.com/app/nolos-plain-english-law-dictionary/ iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

WordWeb Dictionary http://www.wordwebsoftware.com/WordWebiPhone.html iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

3. Encyclopedias 

Britannica Mobile http://m.eb.com/ mobile optimized site 

CIA World Fact Book http://www.macworld.com/appguide/article.html?article=142294 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

OECD Factbook http://www.oecd.org/site/0,3407,en_21571361_34374092_1_1_1_1_1,00.html iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, Android; $ 

USA Factbook http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/usa-factbook-free/id305888083 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad;free 

Wikipedia Mobile http://en.mobile.wikipedia.org/ mobile optimized site 

4. Medical/ Health News:  

American Medical News http://www.ama-assn.org/amednews/m/ mobile optimized site 

CNET http://news.cnet.com/?tag=hdr;brandnav mobile optimized site 

Enterprise Mobile Today http://www.enterprisemobiletoday.com/ mobile optimized site 

Macworld http://www.macworld.com/ mobile optimized site 

PC Magazine http://www.pcmag.com/ mobile optimized site 

PCWorld http://www.pcworld.com/ mobile optimized site 
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Physics World News Flash - Institute of 

Physics (IOP) 
http://itunes.apple.com/au/app/physics-world-news-flash/id350587301?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

PhysOrg Mobile http://pda.physorg.com/health-news/ mobile optimized site 

ScienceNOW http://content.aaas.org/mobile/ iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, Android; free 

ZDNet http://www.zdnet.com/?tag=header;header-pri mobile optimized site 

4. Medical Atlas: 

Blausen Human Atlas HD http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/blausen-human-atlas-hd/id374973376?mt=8 iPad; $ 

CellAtlas 
https://market.android.com/details?id=com.cellavision.cellatlas&feature=also_insta

lled 
Android; free 

Pocket Atlas of Anatomy https://market.android.com/ Android; free 

CMR Atlas http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cmr-atlas/id416016034?mt=8  iPad; free 

ECG Atlas http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/ecg-atlas/id366846035?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad; $ 

Brain MRI Atlas HD http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/brain-mri-atlas-hd/id498787974?mt=8 iPad; $ 

My Skin Atlas http://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/my-skin-atlas/id454000687?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad; $ 

Atlas of Ophthalmology http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/atlas-ophthalmology-by-onjoph/id448650383?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad; free 

Blausen Eye Atlas http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/blausen-skin-atlas/id334133975?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad; $ 

Atlas of Anatomy http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/atlas-of-anatomy/id350311627?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad; $ 

The Atlas of Emergency Medicine http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/atlas-emergency-medicine/id398444164?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad; $ 

5. Medical Calculator    

ABG (iTunes)  http://itunes.apple.com/app/abg/id288690509?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad 

Advanced Medical Calculator  http://simpaddico.com/ iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad 

Calculate (Medical Calculator) by QxMD http://www.qxmd.com/apps/calculate-by-qxmd iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad; free 

DailyCalcs Science Calculator http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/dailycalcs-science-calculator/id353223512?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

eGFR Calculators (iTunes)   http://itunes.apple.com/app/egfr-calculators/id483182385?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad 

Health Calculator http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/health-calculator/id334814734?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad 

MedCalc http://medcalc.medserver.be/ iPhone , Windows mobile, Palm; Free 

 MedCalc http://doctorcalc.com/medcalc iPhone; $ 

MediMath  http://www.medimath.com/MediMath/MediMath_Medical_Calculator.html iPhone and iPod Touch; $ 

Mediquations  http://mediquations.com/index.html iPhone, iPod Touch, and iPad; $ 

MedSolve Medical Calculator http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/medsolve-medical-calculator/id351057430?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad 

Molar Mass Calculator https://market.android.com/details?id=com.AuxesisStudios.MolarMassCalculator Android; free 

NHLBI BMI Calculator (iTunes)   http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/nhlbi-bmi-calculator/id446441346?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad 

[27], [28], [29] 

MOBILE BASED POINT-OF-CARE INFORMATION SOURCES IN 

HEALTH/MEDICAL SCIENCE:   

Various publishers have developed difference point-of-care medical informative website or 

apps. They are marketed as pocket reference tools. Apps are continuously revised. The library 

professionals can improve upon it to evaluate new apps. 
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TABLE 4  Web Based Mobile (Apps) Information Sources - Point-Of-Care 
 

Name of website 

(abbreviated as) 
URL Support to/Compatible with 

1. Health education Apps/Tools 

3D Brain http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/3d-brain/id331399332?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

BioGene http://cbio.mskcc.org/tools/iphone_ipodtouch.html iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

BioGPS http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/biogps/id341447925?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

BioRad's Real-Time PCR 
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/bio-rad-real-time-pcr-

iphone/id333241570?mt=8 
iPhone,iPod touch, iPad; free 

BioTools 
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/biotools-an-array-

genetic/id399712676?mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

caBio http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cabio/id322025292?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

ChemFacts! http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/chemfacts/id325297696?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

ChemMobi http://itunes.apple.com/app/chemmobi/id320681328?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

ChemSolver Lite http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/chem-solver-lite/id353247692?mt=8iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

ChemSpider Mobile http://cs.m.chemspider.com/ mobile optimized site 

DataAnalysis http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/dataanalysis/id375603883?mt=8 iPad; free 

Embryo http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/embryo/id422337604?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Encyclopedia of Life 

Uploader 
http://apps.usa.gov/encyclopedia-of-life-uploader/ iPhone; free 

Entrez Sequence https://market.android.com/details?id=com.bim.es&hl=en Android; free 

GeneIndex http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/geneindex/id319769866?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

GenomePad http://www.appstorehq.com/genomepad-iphone-99566/app iPhone, iPod touch; free 

Human Body 3D Anatomy 
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/human-body-3d-

anatomy/id331217465?mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

iCut DNA http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/icut-dna/id300145942?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

IMAIOS e-Anatomy http://www.imaios.com/en/iPad-iPhone-Android 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, 

Android; free 

iProtein http://ax.itunes.apple.com/us/app/iprotein/id380060128?mt=8#ls=1 iPad; free 

LabCal  http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/labcal/id288613197?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Labguru http://www.labguru.com/ipad iPad; free 

Leaf Snap HD http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/leafsnap/id430649829?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Merck Periodic Table 
http://www.merckgroup.com/en/company/discover_merck/iphone_

app.html 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Mild EleMints 2 http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mild-elemints-2-free- iPad; free 
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periodic/id364842422?mt=8 

Mobile Science - 

Acceleration 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mobile-science-

acceleration/id389821809?mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Molecules http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/molecules/id284943090?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

MolSim http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/molsim/id377661062?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

New England Biolabs (NEB) 

Tools 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/neb-tools/id350346827?mt=8&ign-

mpt=uo=6 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Open Data Kit (ODK) http://opendatakit.org/ Android; free/open source 

Periodic Table Explorer http://freshney.org/apps/pte.htm iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

PubChem Mobile https://market.android.com/details?id=com.bim.pubchem&hl=en Android; free 

Quick Graph  http://itunes.apple.com/app/quick-graph/id292412367?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

ReactionFlash http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/reactionflash/id432080813?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Sabioscience Pathway 

Central Web App  
http://www.sabiosciences.com/iphonewebapp.php iPhone, iPod touch; free 

Science360 for iPad http://apps.usa.gov/science360-for-ipad/ iPad; free 

Science360 Radio http://apps.usa.gov/science-radio/ iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Talking Glossary of Genetics 

- NHGRI 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/talking-glossary-of-

genetics/id428340581?mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Toxnet for PDAs http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/pda/ mobile optimized site 

WebWiser http://webwiser.nlm.nih.gov/pda/home.jsp?context=pda mobile optimized site 

General Medical   

DIRLine  http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/pda/dirline.htm mobile optimized site 

Dorland's Medical Dictionary https://market.android.com Android; free 

Express Well http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/expresswell/id355218448?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

Family Drug Guide http://www.unboundmedicine.com/products/family_drug_guide 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, 

Android; $ 

Health Hotlines http://itunes.apple.com/app/health-hotlines/id376404746?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Health4Me for Android - 

United Healthcare  

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.uhg.mobile.heal

th4me&hl=en 
Android; free 

Health4Me for iPhone - 

United Healthcare 
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/health4me/id489196274?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

HealthMap - Outbreaks Near 

Me 
http://healthmap.org/outbreaksnearme/ 

iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, 

Android; free 

Cancer   

American Cancer Society  http://m.cancer.org/ mobile optimized site 

Cancer Terms Pro  http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cancer-terms-pro-a- iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 
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comprehensive/id353869108?mt=8 

Cancer Trials  http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/cancer-trials/id376117391?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Diet and Exercise   

Diet and Exercise Assistant  http://www.keyoe.com/ iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

Fitness Free HD http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/fitness-free-hd/id390410487?mt=8 iPad; free 

GoMeals http://www.gomeals.com/ 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, 

Android; free 

Livestrong Calorie Tracker http://www.livestrong.com/calorie-counter-mobile/ iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

Lumosity Brain Trainer  http://www.lumosity.com/why-lumosity/mobile-training iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

NIH Office of Dietary 

Supplements 
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/myds/id399053073?mt=8 iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Weight Watchers Mobile 
http://itunes.apple.com/app/weight-watchers-

mobile/id331308914?mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

Meditation/Stress 

Reduction 
  

Breathe2Relax http://apps.usa.gov/breathe2relax/ 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, 

Android; free 

Mayo Clinic Meditation 
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mayo-clinic-

meditation/id348265081?mt=8 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; $ 

Tactical Breathing Trainer http://apps.usa.gov/tactical-breather/ 
iPhone, iPod touch, iPad; free 

 

[27], [28], [29] 

CONCLUSIONS 

In recent years, mobile and other handheld devices have emerged as a powerful educational and 

informational tool and Access to quick information in the health/medical field, mobile devices, handheld 

devices and web based mobile information sources resources are widely used . In this era of information, 

the internet and mobiles is very important and useful source for fulfill the requirements of the health 

science concerned. Mobile information resources can be used for efficient retrieval and meeting 

information needs. It is clear from the study that Mobile information resources are useful to health 

science professionals. Librarians must familiarize themselves with the models offered by publishers and 

vendors, checking license agreements to ensure that mobile access is included. It is important to inform 

patrons about new and updated mobile resources. In conclusion, health librarians have a strong future in 

the mobile environment, but librarians should evaluate the proper medical apps based on the evidence for 

the health care professional community and more importance to providing access to mobile information 

resources.  
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